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Background

• In the UK most practices are independent contractors 
with registered patient lists, in a wide range of sizes.

• Policy direction in the UK is to encourage larger 
practices

• A key driver for policy is economic:  how can levers be 
used to create more efficient structures?

• Evidence on the effect of list size on outcomes is 
lacking

• Thanks to near universal data available on the use of 
secondary care, by patient & practice, a useful analysis 
is possible over a wide range of existing practice sizes.



What do you think?
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Method

• Collect data on practice list sizes and populations by age/sex
• Secondary care use depends on age/sex – must remove this effect
• Calculate “directly standardised rates” of secondary care use for

– A&E
– Emergency admissions
– First referrals (elective secondary care)

• Compare use by size band
• Exclude readings with under 20 practices
• Consider deprivation as a confounder, using Index of Multiple 

Deprivation (IMD 2010) by practice
• Data is shown for 2014.  Other years 2012, 2013 are available.



Frequency distribution of population 
by practice size

- hence practices under 2 000 and over 20 000 are excluded



Frequency distribution of list sizes



Results:  referrals vs list size –
larger = slightly better

Larger practices



Emergency admissions vs list size –
larger = a little better

Larger practices



A&E usage vs list size – larger = better
about 20% lower use in largest vs smallest practices

Larger practices



Bigger is better, right?



The end.

• Any questions?



How does deprivation vary, 
frequency distribution by practice?

(bands over 55 excluded, small numbers)

More deprived practices



Elective referrals rise with deprivation
(note, private referrals excluded, mainly affect low end)

More deprived practices



Emergency admissions rise a lot with 
deprivation

More deprived practices



A&E use rises even more steeply with 
deprivation

More deprived practices



I wonder whether average IMD varies 
with practice list size?  Oh.

Larger practices



Back to the distribution of IMD bands, 
in ranges of 10.  93% are 10 – 40.



Separating lines of similar deprivation, 
referrals flat vs size (lower for 2000?)

Note:  missing points where n<20 practices

Larger practices



Separating lines of similar deprivation, 
EAs flat vs size (lower for 2000?)

Larger practices



Recall:  A&E usage vs list size

Larger practices



Separating lines of similar deprivation, 
A&E use is flat vs size

Larger practices





Conclusions

• Secondary care use is strongly correlated with 
deprivation

• Smaller practices cover on average more deprived 
populations

• Smaller practices have higher use of secondary care

• The higher use of secondary care is entirely explained 
by the higher average deprivation.

• On the basis of this evidence, there are no grounds to 
expect a benefit in reduced secondary care from 
increased practice size, over an order of magnitude 
from 2 000 to 20 000 patients.



In brief

• Secondary care use is about the same for a 
given level of deprivation, whatever the size of 
practice.

• To make a difference to secondary care use, 
we need to look somewhere else.


